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Bakalis vows
20% tax slash

Michael Bakalis talks with reporter Peter Garvey Tuesday night,
before the gubernatorial candidate spoke at a Democratic rally in the
Performing Arts Center,

SG gives 100% support
to student/parent co-op
“We feel the Student Parent Coop is an
excellent program and should be main¬
tained,” Student Senate said in a resolu¬
tion passed unanimously Tuesday. “We of
the Senate will do everything in our power
to maintain this fine program.”
Three points to support the decision
were stated in the resolution, which was
co-sponsored by Sens. Steve Dunaway
(Kappa) and Barb Angell (Delta).
“The Student Parent Go-op allows some
students to attend CD that otherwise
couldn’t,” the first point reads. The resolu¬
tion also says “the children that attend the
co-op are exposed to a fine educational en¬
vironment.”

“The co-op is almost self-supporting,” it
also says.
The co-op is now faced with closing
under state law at the end of 1978 if it does
not get a full-time director. Funds to pay
this director are not presently available,
though, according to Tom Schmidt,
associate director of the Campus Center.
“We are giving them our moral sup¬
port,” Dunaway said. He also said he
might be in favor of the Senate supplying
some sort of financial support.
At the same meeting, the Senate decided
to set the deadline for turning in petitions
for seats in the fall elections back one
week. The new deadline is Thursday, Oct.
26, at 1 p.m.

Disturbances too much;
officials rope off lounge
By Jim Valancius
A2026 was closed Monday as a student
lounge because it got too noisey and was
used too much for tossing around footballs
and basketballs.
The suite is part of the Office of Instruc¬
tion and contains the offices of Dr. Lon
Gault, dean of instruction, and William
Gooch, dean of occupational programs.
Gault told a reporter he simply “couldn’t
take it any longer.”
Gooch said, “I want to challenge the
students. The solution to this problems is
to find a place to meet and socialize.”
Up until Monday, one of the most
popular places to meet and socialize seem¬
ed to be A2026. However, closing the
lounge had been threatened as long ago as
last spring and for the same reasons.
The situation got so bad that the
students, mostly “football players, simply

visiting,” according to Gooch, “just got
out of hand.”
Gault asked football coach Bob MacDougall for help, and though the athletes
were sometimes asked as often as three
times a day to quiet down, the situation got
no better.
“The problem began last spring with
basketball players,” Gault said, and
although it was tolerated then, he said he
felt to the rights of others were being
violated.
The room was originally provided for
those who were “serious about studying,”
according to Gooch but the noise
prevented that. Work in adjacent offices
was also hindered, and the noise “deprived
the secretaries of peace,” Gooch said.
A2033 has been designated as a replace¬
ment for the lounge which has now been
roped off.

Study lounge in A2026 was roped off Monday and not open for stu¬
dent use. Officials said the area was used as a hangout and not a study
place.

By Peter Garvey
Michael J. Bakalis vowed here Tuesday
night that if elected he would cut Illinois’
taxes by at least 20 percent or he would not
run again.
The 40-year-old Democratic candidate
for governor said that if he can’t sell the
idea of tax relief to the home owners and
renters of DuPage County, “then we
should raise the white flag and surrender
to what we have to put up with currently.”
Bakalis, speaking before a rally in the
Performing Arts Center, lashed-out at
Gov. James Thompson’s “Thompson Pro¬
position”, which Bakalis branded a
“cowardly kind of proposition.”
“Mr. Thompson has said in the past that
his philosophy is that he is opposed to any
spending limitations, but now in the wake
of the Proposition 13 wave, he comes out
with his Thompson Proposition.”
The Thompson Proposition is legislation
aimed at cutting state taxes, recently in¬
troduced by the governor.
“With this kind of flip-flopping, Mr.
Thompson is not capable of being governor
at anytime,” said Bakalis. “His proposi¬
tion will not provide any kind of relief at
all; it is against all of his previous records.
Mr. Thompson has no business being the
governor of Illinois.”
While winding down the last three weeks
of the campaign, Bakalis added that with
the extraordinarily high property taxes in
DuPage County, (Bakalis) lives in
Downers Grove, it would give him more in¬
centive to cut “the kind of taxes that are
grinding us into the ground. ’ ’
“We are tired of politicians who are all
promise and no delivery, of those who say
one thing when running and do the other
thing when elected,” said Bakalis. “There
is one and only one issue here, taxes. And
when- the governor wants to raise the gas
tax, with us in DuPage County having the
highest gas tax in the country, I’m sure
that you, the voters, should know the
answer to that.”
Bakalis said that in the past three weeks,
the issues have become more clarified and
more crystalized.
“Mr. Thompson has not performed at all
in the past three weeks worthy of a can¬
didate for governorship of Illinois.”
Before his note-less speech, Bakalis
spoke briefly to a reporter about communi¬
ty colleges:
“We need to make the community col¬
leges consistently expanding to be accessi¬
ble to the ever-growing need of options and
vocations.”

Bakalis added that in the past 10 years
Illinois has moved in the right direction
“geographically and physically in
availability.”
“The key to the community college
system is the institutions being able to res¬
pond to an older student body and being
able to meet all of the students’ needs and
schedules,” said Bakalis. “Especially,
look at the number of women who are go¬
ing back to school.”
As for upkeeping the Illinois system on a
whole, Bakalis said that he would reverse
the current trend of cutting funding for in¬
stitutions.
“In the past two years, funding has been
cut from 48 percent to 46 percent. That
must be reversed. ”
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Flu shots
available
The Health Center is now giving flu shots
for protection against Type A/Texas and
Type B/Hong Kong flu strains.
Located in A3H the Health Center is open
from 7:30 a.m. until 10 p.m. Monday
through Thursday and from 7:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Friday. There will be a $3 fee
charged.
Immunization will be deferred in the
presence of acute respiratory disease or
active infection. The shots are not recom¬
mended for people with allergies to eggs,
chickens or chicken feathers.

Emotional concerns top
telephone tape requests
Suicide and depression, two of the most
urgent emotional problems in the United
States today, are definitely in evidence in
the CD community, judging from some of
the responses to the new college Telephone
Information Playback System (TIPS.)
According to Bruce Moncrieff of the
Career Planning and Placement office, the
tapes dealing with depression and suicide,
which are available to the public by phone,
are just about worn out now. Moncrieff
spoke about TIPS during Monday’s
meeting of the Administrative Council.
The tapes Moncrieff mentioned are pro¬
vided by the office of counseling and advis¬
ing and give information on such subjects
as What is Depression?; How to Deal With
Depression; Depression as a Life Style;
How to Deal With Loneliness; How to Han¬
dle Fears; Suicidal Crisis; Recognizing
Suicidal Potential in Others; and Helping
Someone in a Suicidal Crisis.
Moncrieff said one of the people answer¬
ing calls on the TIPS line had, over a
period of weeks, taken calls from the same
person (identified only through voice) who
started out asking for the suicide tapes,
then progressed through the depression
and anxiety tapes, and finally worked into
the tapes on job opportunities.
As Moncrieff commented, this is

perhaps the best indication that the
Telephone Information Playback System
is providing the service it hoped to offer.
Currently, the system offers 16 tapes
dealing with career planning and place¬
ment, 4 dealing with financial aids, 57 con¬
cerned with various aspects of the counsel¬
ing field, eight about admission and
registration, one about the CD information
office and one about the college occupa¬
tional program.
Moncrieff said his office hopes to have
many, many more tapes available in the
future, dealing with all subjects which
would be of interest to residents of the col¬
lege district.
TIPS has been in operation less than
three months and is already averaging 45
calls per day. All this has taken place
without any advertising outside the college
community.
Schedules have been passed out on cam¬
pus. Tapes are listed on the schedule by
name and number and callers are asked to
request the tape wanted by number.
The system is operational between the
hours of 8:30 a.m. and 8:30 p.m. Monday
through Thursday and between 8:30 a.m.
and 5 p.m. on Friday.
The telephone numbers to call are 8582871 and 858-2917.
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Adjusting
the furnace
takes time
RESTAURANT & DISCOTHEQUE

Ladies Night
every Wednesday
Ladies drink free 8-10 p.m.
You must be 20 to enter.
1732 Ogden, Downers Grove
Tickets are now available
at the Student Activities Box Office
in the Campus Center
for the

Chicago Symphony Orchestra
University Night Concerts
Wednesday, Oct. 25-8 p.m.
Henry Mazer, conductor
Selections from Jankowski,
Vaughan Williams and Tchaikovsky

Wednesday, Nov. 29-8 p.m.
Sir George Solti, conductor
Works by Beethoven
and Bruckner

Wednesday, Dec. 13-8 p.m.
Sir Georg Solti, conductor
Music by Mozart
Prices: $4, $5 and $7
for students only

r

HARD CONTACT LENS

2 PAIRS: $1

"

25

SOFT CONTACT LENS

$199°°
What type of Contact Lens is best for
you? if you want Contact Lenses, but are
not sure what type, call Contact Lens
Consultants. After a complete eye ex¬
amination and consultation, we can help
you decide.

I

• ASK ABOUT OUR “MONEY BACK
WEARERS GUARANTEE!”

THESE PRICES GOOD
UNTIL OCTOBER 31st
WITH THIS COUPON

APPOINTMENTS ONLY — CALL

834-1963
MASTER CHARGE A BANKAMERICARD ACCEPTED

G

CONTACT LENS CONSULTANTS

Elmhurst Professional Building
333 W. 1 s« St.
Elmhurst, III. 60126^

Club to view
research tunnel
The Engineering Club will view
the Amoco Laboratory chassis
dynamometer and wind tunnel in
Naperville at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 24.
Persons interested are urged to
contact Bob Harvey, engineering
instructor, A1012 or 1017, of the
Delta office.
Students will view the allweather facility which can main¬
tain temperatures from 110 to
minus 40 degrees Fahrenheit and
wind speeds up to 90 mph.
The closed-circuit, semi-open
jet wind tunnel is used primarily
for automotive fuel and lubrica¬
tion studies.
The “auto driver” systems pre¬
cisely repeat in the tunnel the
speed and road conditions of the
vehicle as it was actually
operated on the road.

Police seek van
in Stirn case
The reported sighting of a dark
red van near the CD campus has
given Woodridge police their only
new clue in the Sept. 15 disap¬
pearance of Margaret Stim, 18, a
college employee.

THE ABOVE PRICES ALSO INCLUDE:
• A COMPLETE EYE EXAMINATION
• ALL CHECK UP VISITS FOR 1 FULL YEAR
• IN OFFICE TRIAL FITTING
• ALL SUPPLIES
• INSURANCE
• THE LATEST IN SOFT LENSES THAT
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BOIL
•TOP QUALITY CONTACT LENSES
INCLUDING BAUSCH & LOMB AMERICAN OPTICAL' & HYDROCURVE ■

A chill ran down the spines
of many students on the third
floor of A Bldg. Monday. Many
bundled in jackets and
sweaters to escape the cold.
Tuesday they came prepar¬
ed. But A Bldg, was warm, too
warm.
Pre-Halloween mischief? Not
at all.
“It’s a matter of time before
it (the furnace) balances out,”
Randy Ledbetter of the Boiler
Room said. “There’s a lot
more to it than that but the
average person wouldn’t
understand it so it’s a waste of
time explaining it.”
The furnaces were turned on
Monday. According to Ledbet¬
ter, the Arctic cold and the
tropical heat which is plaguing
third floor classes will pass.
A Bldg.’s furnace was mild
compared to the furnace in M
Bldg, where the halls were fill¬
ed with smoke Monday night.
Glen Ellyn Fire Department
responded, but found no fire.
The smoke came from the fur¬
nace.
“It’s nothing unusual, it was
just burning off the dirt from
the construction that had been
going on in that area all sum¬
mer,” explained Ledbetter.

[

A witness, according to Deputy
Chief Michael Haeger, saw a
woman of Stim’s description get¬
ting into the van at about 8:45 a.m.
on Park Blvd. in Glen Ellyn, just
south of the college.
The van is described as a shiny
burgundy color with gold and white
trim, round smoked rear windows,
square mirrors, a horizontal gold
stripe on the side, and white raised
lettering on the tires.
Anyone with information
relating to the case may call the
Woodridge police at 852-7000.
ALTERNATIVES
Over* 30 different courses are
always open in the Learning
Laboratories: Start any time —
move as rapidly as you wish —
complete the course whenever you
want to. Instructional support
available when you need it. Call
2130.

These three standard textbooks, with figures showing
current prices as compared with 1974, indicate how infla¬
tion has hit the Bookstore. Other texts have shown even
sharper increases.
Photo by Darin Van Witzenburg

Book prices double
here in past 5 years
By Amy Mueller
How much did you pay for books
this quarter?
If you were the average full-time
student here, you put out about $60
in books alone. Dollar wise, prices
for books have doubled in the past
five years.
Where a student used to pay $8 to
$10 dollars per class, the costs can
now end up close to $20 between the
text and supplementary material.
The price of paper, the cost to
print, and the price paid to the
author are a few reasons, a
Bookstore employee said. These
costs, even for newer additions of
the same book, are then relayed to
the buyer.
These prices for the most part in¬
crease close to once a year,
paralleling inflation.
The college Bookstore, is non¬
profit, and runs as a service to the
college students. The Bookstore
wants “cost of operation” profits.
If actual profits are ever made,
they go directly into a college fund.
Contrary to popular belief, the
bookstore does not set its own
prices. The books either come pre¬
priced or are shipped with a
publishers’ retail price list. That
list is already discounted up to 20

per cent for the school, the
Bookstore said, and these are the
prices printed in by the Bookstore.
With rising costs, do the teachers
take the price of a recommended
text into consideration?
“For the most part, the teachers
are very conscious of the price of
books,” said Joan Jaacks, a
Bookstore secretary. If not, the
dean can step in.
A recent ruling to protect
students restricts teachers to
changing their text only once a
year. This change can occur only
in the fall quarter each year, seem¬
ingly affecting the least amount of
students.
If your pocket has felt the pinch
regardless of teacher concern,
there is a way to get some of your
money back. The Bookstore has a
“buy back” system the last week
of a quarter. A student then has the
opportunity to get half of today’s
market price of a new book, even
on a used book. The book will be
sold again at 75 per cent of that
market price.
For example, if the new book
costs 40 cents, by returning it you
will receive 20 cents, and the book
will be sold again as a used book
for 30 cents.

Faust named editor;
VanLoon to be m.e.
Dan Faust, managing editor of
the Courier since last June, was
named editor this week. Criss
VanLoon takes over his job.
After attending CD from 1974 to
1976, VanLoon returned to CD this
fall. She had attended Southern Il¬
linois University in Carbondale
since leaving DuPage, but return¬
ed here to pick up basic business
classes when she changed her
major to marketing.
She was active in Student
Government and on the swim
team while attending CD. She
plans to attend Roosevelt Univer¬
sity in Chicago after this quarter.
Faust, a journalism major.

Dan Faust

worked as a reporter on the
Courier last year, and was editor
of his high school newspaper dur¬
ing his senior year at Lisle High
School. He is also actively involv¬
ed with the Campus Christian
Fellowship at CD.
The top editorial position was
left open when the editor selected
at the start of summer quarter
resigned late in September. That
editor, Charlotte Manning, felt
she
didn’t have
the
time
necessary to fulfill that commit¬
ment. She is still working on the
staff as “one of the best reporters
we’ve got,” according to Faust.

Criss VanLoon
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Maybe there’s good news in J131 —
Student Activities

Credit for something you know
By Beverly Ireland

How would you like to earn
credit without taking a course?
For the last six years, CD
students have been doing just that,
using the college’s Credit by
Demonstrated Competence pro¬
gram.
Many students choose to take the
College Level Examination Pro¬
gram (CLEP) tests to fulfill both
specific course and general educa¬
tion requirements. There are two
basic types of tests offered through
CLEP: general examinations, of
which there are five (English,
natural science, mathematics,
social science/history, and
humanities), and the 47 subject ex¬
aminations, which cover a wide
range of introductory level
courses.
The general exams are not con¬
sidered equivalent to any specific
CD courses but are used to earn
credit hours toward graduation re¬
quirements in general education.
For example, an acceptable score
on the general examination in
Humanities will earn you 10 hours

toward that general education
degree requirement.
The subject exams are recogniz¬
ed as being equivalent to specific
CD courses and can be used to earn
credit both towards general educa¬
tion or toward specific course re¬
quirements.
For example, if you are in¬
terested in history and feel that the
reading you have done or ex¬
periences you have had were
equivalent to knowledge in specific
history courses, you might con¬
sider taking the CLEP subject ex¬
am in American History; an ac¬
ceptable score on this exam will
earn you 15 quarter credits in
American History.
The CLEP examinations, which
are each 90 minutes in length, are
offered on campus the third Tues¬
day (subject exams) and third
Thursday (general exams) of
every month. Registration forms
are available in the Office of
Testing, J131. The fee is $20 per ex¬
amination.
Not all CD courses have an
equivalent CLEP examination. If

you feel you have knowledge of a
course that does not have an
equivalent CLEP examination,
don’t despair.
The Credit by Proficiency
through an Instructor option was
designed for this purpose. First
contact an instructor of the course
you feel you already have
knowledge of and demonstrate
your knowledge to the instructor’s
satisfaction. Once this is done, sub¬
mit a completed Petition for Credit
form to the Records Office with the
instructor’s signature. Credit will
be recorded on your transcript
after payment of the appropriate
fee.
Anyone interested in learning
more about the Credit by
Demonstrated Competence Pro¬
gram can pick up the “Credit for
Something You Know” brochure in
J131, or call 858-2800, Extension
2400 or 2401.
Office hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday; also
6 to 8:30 p.m. the first and last
Wednesdays of the month during
fall, winter and spring quarters.

presents

Maynard Ferguson
in concert

Sunday
Nov. 5
8 p.m.
in the
Campus
Center
Admission: $5 CD students
$6 general public
Special Guest: Thom Bishop
Tickets available at Campus Center Box Office

THIS MONTH’S LIVE CONCERTS?
She wants to learn to read —

The Grass Roots
60’s Rock and Roll

But what if she can’t pay tuition?
A young woman who seems to
have nothing going for her except a
strong sense of survival is getting
some help at College of DuPage.
She is married, with four
children, and her husband will not
tell her where he works or how
much money he makes. He buys all
the groceries and leaves her from
day to day without a cent. He beats
both her and the children. She has
no means of transportation at all,
and she cannot read.
The obstacles seem insurmoun¬
table and yet she has taken the
first steps to overcome them.
Learning to read comes first for
the young woman, and she was
brought to see Beverly Bogaard,
director of the DLL.
Bogaard said that at the present
time, there is no way the woman
could receive help with her tuition
since she cannot provide the
necessary, .information about her
husbartd’s’ financial status.
Various-social service organiza¬
tions had been contacted on the
woman’s behalf, but their legal re¬
quirements again include informa-

tion which the woman could not cumstances. However, it is up to
provide.
the college to set its own criteria as
A volunteer group has been giv¬ to what constitutes educational
ing her rides to the college for her and economic disadvantagement.
DLL class since the woman has no
Senior citizens and 12th year op¬
money for bus fare.
tion students are currently the
A babysitting service of some
ones generally affected by
type is needed for her children.
variable tuition rates.
Neighbors who were asked to help
in caring for the children while
their mother is at the college were
reluctant because they said they
fear her husband’s anger.
Bogaard said, after hearing the
details of the woman’s troubles,
she chose the only immediate solu¬
tion left to her — she gave her the
money for her tuition.
“There was absolutely nothing
The college will rent a new IBM
else to do,” Bogaard said.
computer to lighten the “gross
The woman’s story was brought
overloading” of present facilities.
out Monday during a discussion by
Dr.
Fancis
Cole,
Board
members' of the Administrative
member, said, “We need adCouncil of variable tuition rates for
ditonal computing power and this
disadvantaged individuals.
is the sensible way to do it.”
According to a report presented
The Board of Trustees voted to
by Robert Seaton, director of plan¬
rent an IBM 170/138 computer for
ning and development, variable
$12,630 a month on an interim
tuition rates are permitted by the
month-to-month basis. During the
state according to individual cirinterim the college will develop a
long-term plan that will serve
computer needs for the next three
to four years.
The Board was told that the
system is now so overloaded that
student use for instruction has
been curtailed 60 per cent.
release the funds.
Bartley Carlson, computer ser¬
The IBHE then goes down its list
funding each project until the ap¬ vices director, said the rental cost
would
include
monthly
propriation is depleted.
Those projects not receiving maintenance and 55 cents of
funds do not necessarily retain every dollar paid for rental would
their positions on the priority list. serve as a reduction in the pur¬
The IBHE reevaluates the projects chase price, should the college
and then sets new priorities. It is at decide later to buy the computer.
this point that College of DuPage is
now working to get a higher priori¬
MATH STUDENTS
ty placement.
Sharon Kadashaw, math in¬
The state’s share of funding com¬
munity college construction is 75 structor, wants to hear from
per cent of the total cost of the students who need tutoring in
building with the college providing math. She is also interested in
25 per cent. Currently the state’s any students able to tutor Statis¬
share of the approximate $16 tics. She can be reached at ext.
million estimated cost of the LRC 2056 or at A3029.

College
to buy new
computer

Hope springs again
for LRC building
The proposed new Learning
Resources Center building has
bounced from No. 6 to No. 2 posi¬
tion on the priority list of the Il¬
linois Community College Board
(ICCB).
But it’s still No. 92 on the priority
list of the Illinois Board of Educa¬
tion (IBHI). And that’s the unit
which deals with requests for all
higher education capital outlay.

Ted Tilton, acting president of
College of DuPage, said last week
efforts will be made to move the
LRC to a higher standing on the
list.
Priorities for construction at
state community colleges are
established by the ICCB and then
recommended to the IBHE. This
can include remodeling as well as
new construction, especially at the
state universities. The board inter¬
relates the schools on this priority
list.

The list is then submitted to the
Legislature and the state Bureau
of the Budget which determine the
total amount to be appropriated for
that year. It is up to the governor to

would be $13 million, a figure
which includes a $1 million grant in
federal funds.
The college’s share will be pro¬
vided by a portion of the $8 million
it has invested in bonds, the result
of the $11 million bond issue passed
in May, 1975. That bond issue was
to cover construction of the LRC, a
campus center and completion of
the third floor of A Bldg.

FRISBEEFANS
The CD Frisbee Club is scouting
for new members.
Practice sessions and meetings
will be held in the gym on Wed¬
nesday and Thursday evenings
and will start in about two weeks.
For more information, call
Cindy Long at 529-1251.

October 13-14

The New Christy
Minstrels
"Most popular iolk group in the world"

October 15

Andrea True
Connection
Queen of the Disco, "White Witch"

October 20-21

Feriin Husky
"Country Music is Here to Stay"
"Wings of a Dove"

October 22

The Kingston Trio
Nostalgia show.
"Hang Down Your Head Tom Dooley" "MTA"

October 27 & 28

Rex Allen, Jr.
Country & Western star, “W ith Love”

_October 29_

SHOW TIMES
Fri. 7 p.m. & 9 p.m., Sat. 4 p.m. & 8 p.m.
Sunday, 3 p.m. 8( 7 p.m.

PLUS
Enjoy exciting rides, games and eateries.
Boogie at the Windy City Disco. See classic
comedy shorts. All new marionette show.

Amusement Park
Take 1-55 (Stevenson Expressway) to Rt. 53.
Bolingbrook, IL (312) 759-1895. Free parking.

ABUCKOFF! ^
Save $ 1.00 off per family member and guests
with this one coupon.
.—«
Adult Reg. $5.75—you pay $4.75 LJ
r—i
UCH
Children under 12, Reg. $4.75—you pay $3.75 1_I
Children under 3 admitted FREE
Expires October 29, 1978.
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The Courier is a weekly news publi¬
cation serving College of DuPage.
Editorial offices are in the white bam
east of J Bldg. Telephone, 858-2800,
ext. 2379 or 2113. Advertising rates
available upon request. The college is
located at Lambert Road and 22nd
Street, Glen Ellyn, Ill. 60137.

(Editorial opinions do not
necessarily represent the views of
the staff or the College of DuPage.)

P'aah, Somethin 1 like that;
They closed town the stl/cent
PA*.ENT CO-OP St/pjwq
MY formative Years

f //['K

t

JJ SAY SLICK, HOW COME YOO

TURNED OUT SO ROTTEN ?
l. . . WAS ITCULZ.OF Poor.
Toilet train ins, wren you
■ WERE L11VLE?—/-
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Where the priorities lie
It’s too bad that CD, with all its efforts to
“keep pace with the future”, can’t find the
cash to continue one of its most relevant
futuristic programs.
I’m referring to the student/parent co¬
op, the inexpensive day-care center that
will soon be forced to close its doors unless
somebody does something. And, as of yet,
no one has come up with a solution.
The Co-op, which has been operating
successfully since 1972, is being forced to
hire a full-time co-ordinator or shut down
at the end of fall quarter. This is in com¬
pliance with the recent revision of the
ChUd Care Act of 1969.
According to Tom Schmidt, who is the
director of Student Activities, “this would
cost around $10,000 . . . money we don’t
have.”
Begging to differ with Schmidt, the
money is there. It’s tied up in rock con¬
certs and “special activities”, but the
money does exist. The problem, as I have
seen it, is not one of financial shortage but
more one of inadequate use of funds.
It is inadequate from the standpoint of
the many young mothers who are going
back to school in order to provide that
niuch needed “second income” for their
families in today’s inflated economy. Most
of these families cannot afford to hire a
babysitter at $2 an hour and up every
day, compounded with the costs of going
to college.

Not only is day-care inexpensive at CD,
it is also an alternative to leaving children
with a disinterested woman who couldn’t
care less about them. Many of the women
operating day-care out of their homes are
concerned only about their own incomes.
Because many of them handled their jobs
irresponsibly is the reason Illinois now
demands a full time co-ordinator!
To say that the women at CD care more
about the kids than many other day-care
centers is a truism. These children do not
belong to total strangers. They are either
their own or those of their fellow
classmates.
To expect the trend of women going back
to work to fall off in the future, one has to
be a dreamer. With the rising cost of living
in the county constantly mounting, CD can
expect the number of young mothers in
need of day-care to increase steadily in the
future.
It’s time to stop waiting for the state to
make an exception in “our case.” The
state doesn’t make exceptions, to make
one exception for a responsible day-care
center is to say that it’s o.k. to let the ir¬
responsible operations continue.
Here’s hoping that both the young
mothers and the CD administration will
get on the ball and do some financial swit¬
ching before the end of fall quarter draws
any closer.
— Charlotte Manning

Letters to the Editor
Ernie Gibson, where are you?
Ernie GiDson, where are you? You have
won this week’s Golden Bed Pan Award for
food service.
Why is the food here to the point that it is
unpalatable? Ernie, I remember when you
supervised the kitchen in person, and the
food was better than it has been since. I
have tried to see you to talk about the food
situation, but thanks to your watch dog
secretary, it is almost impossible.
You must know the terrible state of the
food, or you would be more visible. I guess
if I was in charge of something that was
putting out such garbage at the expense of
the students, faculty and staff, I would
hide too, for fear someone would comer
me and make me eat in the Campus
Center. By the way, I never see you go
through the line. Why not? Where do you
eat?
Last week the new dean of students ate
lunch in the Campus Center. His luck must
be running hot. He’s still alive (don’t push

Why is it that the school manages to put
out good food when it wants to show off?
Who are you trying to impress? For sure
it’s not the students. I had some of the food
served at the last luncheon held in the
Campus Center. It was quite good in com¬
parison to what is served on a daily basis
to the students.
Let’s take a poll of the students and see
what they think of the food service, and
let’s not forget the faculty as well in this
poll.
The food service here must change for
the good of the people who have to eat it. At
present, it’s enough to gag a maggot.
I will deal with cost later, but for now a
hamburger like a Quarter Pounder at
McDonald’s is around 80 cents, and the
cost of a hamburger here is 55 to 60 cents,
for something that looks like pressed wood
and tastes like shoe leather.
Be brave; come eat in the Campus.
Center. Bring your vaccination card;

it!).

you’ll need it.
T. C. Cramer

Reserved faculty parking not vital
I sympathize with Mr. Chuck Ellenbaurn’s viewpoints on the issue of reserved
faculty parking. I also agree that the park¬
ing facilities here at CD are poor. But I
must disagree that reserved parking for
faculty is a vital function for an instructor.
The main issue here is the lack of park¬
ing for all. We need better facilities for all,
not reserved parking for the few.
You have to wonder about the silence
from the administration. Why haven’t they
demanded reserved spots also? It will
come.
It’s like a snowball rolling down a steep
mountainside, continuously getting bigger
and bigger. First the faculty, then the ad¬
ministration (it’s more important that
they be on time too), then the Yoga Club,
the Fire Science Club, and on and on and

on.
Where will it end? There is no way that
everybody at CD can have reserved park¬
ing. So let’s let the physically handicapped
be the only people to have reserved park¬
ing at this time.
I would like to suggest that the faculty
and student senate both work together to
achieve better parking for all.
The Student Senate gladly extends an in¬
vitation for any and all faculty to come to
any Student Senate meeting and to discuss
this problem with us.
As I’ve stated previously, we are not
anti-teacher. We just feel that everyone is
equal, and true justice is that they be
treated as such.
Steven K. Dunaway
Student Senator, Kappa

Two of seven aint bad?
Student Government is a little short on
senate candidates for their November
elections, as only two candidates have fil¬
ed petitions for the seven positions open.
Finding enough candidates to fill the
ballot has traditionally been one of SG’s
greatest challenges.
But last year’s elections had more
names on the ballots that SG had seen in a
long time.
And the turnout of voters in their elec¬
tions broke the old record, almost doubling
it.
This year, however, interest again
seems to have dropped a bit.
Perhaps it was just the mess made out of
the fall elections last year, resulting in
them being delayed for months, that rous¬
ed students into political activity.
Believe it or not, a student government
at a small community college does affect
you, if you go to that school. While its deci¬
sions may not be major, earth-shattering,
front page material for the Daily News, SG
does accomplish a number of things which
could have an impact on you.
For example, SG controls the Student
Activities budget, which funds all clubs on
campus, as well as music and theater pro¬
grams. It also created a scholarship pro¬
gram for CD students.
SG is working in a number of different
areas, essentially for what they feel are
the best interests of the students.
Just what are the best interests of the
students, though? And is SG representing

them as well as they should?
The rather obvious way to find out is to
drop by a Senate meeting and observe for
yourself . . . even spew out a few ideas,
perhaps.
If you already have some ideas as to how
you can represent the students better (or
as well), or if you think that maybe you’ve
got potential as a representative of
students here, you could even run for one
of the open posts.
All it requires is that you have at least a
2.00 grade point average at DuPage and
that you are registered for a minimum of
five quarter hours of credit.
Petitions are available in the SG office
(K134), and don’t have to be turned in until
next Thursday, Oct. 26. They are due at 1
p.m.
If you cannot participate directly in your
student government, either by becoming a ,
member of it or by attending meetings, it
would be to your benefit at least to follow
their activities as they appear in the news.
Then, as you get ideas, you could refer
them to one of the senators or someone
else in SG. SG will soon be moving its of¬
fice to A Bldg., and say they want to keep
some regular office hours.
It’s up to you, the student, to make sure
they keep those hours. After all, they’re
also getting paid out of the Student Ac¬
tivities budget, and that comes out of your
pockets. You might as well get something
out of it.
— Dan Faust

‘Free Parking ..
A Grecian tragedy in one act.
Cast;
Chorus.
Professor.
Student.
Scene: College of DuPage in Glen Ellyn, sometime in the fall of 1978.
Enter chorus.
Chorus: A great terrible battle now does rage,
’bout the parking at College of DuPage.
Should the teachers be elite?
The students don’t think that’s too neat!
The teachers respond by feeling abused,
We respond by feeling amused.
For lesser causes have we mortals fought,
Now is the battle of the parking lot.
Now with the stage so neatly set.
Who will win? It’s an even bet.
Enter student and professor arguing violently.
Student: You think that you’re so elite,
You can park out in the street.
Professor: You youth.
You have no respect.
For the wise aged.
We’re education’s elect.
Close parking is our special right.
If you don’t like it,
Why don’t we fight?
Fade to chorus.
Chorus: The battle rages on and on.
Why don’t they just park on the lawn?
We think there are issues greater yet.
Why waste time on something this petty?
We think the argument is pretty dumb,
Yet it rages on ad infinitum ad absurdum.
exuent omnes.
fini
Author’s name withheld by special request
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Talking transfer
Don Dame
Many transfer institutions now accept our Associate in Arts (A.A.)
and Associate in Science (A.S.) degrees as meeting all general educa¬
tion requirements and grant automatic junior standing upon transfer.
CAUTION: If you graduate from CD with an A. A. or A.S. degree and
transfer to any school which accepts our A.A. or A.S. degree, as
described above, you will have met the university general education
requirements of the transfer school, but sometimes your major area
may require specific general education courses (Introduction to
Psychology or Sociology, etc.).
If you don’t take the course (s) at CD, you will be required to do so
before graduation from the four-year school, and in some instances
before you can continue in your major area.
If you wish to become a teacher and you transfer to a school which
accepts our A.A. or A.S. degree as meeting all university general
education requirements, you will indeed have met those general
education requirements of your transfer institution, but you should be
aware that you need specific “amounts” of hours in general education
areas of Language Arts (English Composition, Speech, etc.),
Humanities, Social Science, Science, and Mathematics for state cer¬
tification.
A list of the hours needed in each of the above areas for state cer¬
tification and what disciplines are included in each area may be found
in the Information Centers of each small college and in the Planning
and Information Center for Students (PICS) in the Learning
Resources Center.
I would suggest you talk with your adviser and/or small college
counselor if you have questions concerning teacher certification.
The following is a list of transfer institutions which accept our A. A.
or A.S. degree as meeting all lower division general education re¬
quirements:
DePaul University, MacMurray College, Millikin University,
Mundelein College and Rosary College.
This means that after transfer a student needs to complete some up¬
per division general education courses during the junior and/or senior
year at the above mentioned schools.
Institutions that accept our A.A. or A.S. as meeting all university
general education requirements upon transfer are:
Chicago State University, Eastern Illinois University, Governors
State University, Illinois State University, Kendall College, Lewis
University. Also Northern Illinois University, Sangamon State Univer¬
sity, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsville, Western Illinois University, University of
Wisconsin-LaCrosse, and University of Wisconsin-Whitewater.

Air conditioning student
returns as instructor
By Wally Orton
Louis Kohley started going to
school at CD in 1974, graduated
with an associate’s degree in 1975,
and is back at CD this year for a
different reason.
He is a teacher in the Air Condi¬
tioning program.
Kohley applied for the job this
summer after seeing various ads
in area papers. He now has five
classes, all of which have more
than 100 per cent enrollment this
quarter.
After receiving his associate’s
degree, Kohley went on to do what
he calls his “field work” for two
years at Bremer Sheet Metal Co.
He gained experience in air condi¬
tioners, sheet metal, refrigerators
and various other instruments.
When he applied for the teaching
job here, he already knew the
system because he had been
through it himself.
“I like what CD is all about,” he
said. “It’s a good community col¬
lege and it prepares students well
for the outside world.”
Kohley, from Brookfield, says

the equipment and facilities are
satisfactory and some moderniza¬
tion has been done since he went to
school here.
His biggest beef is that the school
still hasn’t installed a telephone in
his office. However, he realizes
that this is one of the perils of being
a new teacher.
CCFTO MEET
Campus Christian Fellowship
will hold a coffeehouse on Satur¬
day, Oct. 21 from 8 to 11 p.m. in
the CD Coffeehouse.
Featured performer will be
Patty Baugh.
FREE WORKSHOP
A workshop entitled “How Can
I Achieve My Potential” is being
offered free from 7 to 10 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 23, in Downers
Grove South High School. John
Werle is the group leader.
To register, call the Extension
Division, ext. 2210.

7th place,
but forensics
takes heart
Maybe the 1978 Forensics squad
is following in the footsteps of last
year’s first place national team.
The squad placed seventh out of
10 in its first tournament last
weekend at Illinois State Univer¬
sity in Normal.
“We did better than we did last
year,” said Jim Collie, forensic
team adviser. “That team went
on to place first in nationals.”
Eleven members of the squad
made the trip.
The ISU tournament was
attended by two and four year
schools. Several of the members
were inexperienced, yet 6 entries
placed in the final rounds.
First places included Chuck
Schroeder of Bensenvile in
Folktales, and Doris Porter of
Glen Ellyn and Anthony Cesaretti
of Villa Park in Duet Interpreta¬
tion.
Randy Schultz of Naperville
and Andrew May of Wheaton took
second place in Duet Interpreta¬
tion, with Schultz also taking a
fourth in Poetry. Lisa Baggott of
Elmhurst and Maureen Nelligan
of Glen Ellyn placed sixth in the
Duet Interpretation. Tony Kieling
of Bloomingdale placed sixth in
Original Literature.
The Forensic team will compete
at Millikin University in Decatur
this weekend.

Guitar virtuoso
lectures Oct. 23
Ernesto Bitetti, internationally
famous guitar virtuoso, will hold
a lecture-demonstration session
on Monday, Oct. 23 at 1 p.m. in
the Studio Theatre in M. Bldg.
Bitetti annually tours the major
music centers of the world, re¬
cords extensively and is featured
on a European television series.
He will appear as soloist with
the CD New Philharmonic orches¬
tra in their first concert of the
season on Tuesdy, Oct. 24 in the
Performing Arts Center in M
Bldg. There is no admission
charge.

Wheaton leads
in enrollment
The average student has 1,516
chances to meet a Wheaton resi¬
dent and only 1,460 chances to
meet a Downers Grovian here.
Enrollment figures show that
Wheaton continues to lead with
the largest number of students.
Downers Grove follows, trailed by
Lombard at 1,342, Glen Ellyn with
1,279 and Naperville with 1,208.
The total is a record of 21,312.
That is 1,670 over last fall’s
enrollment. Some 16,654 students
are taking credit classes while
4,658 are enrolled in non-credit
classes.

SG NEWS
By Andrea Swanson
Throughout the summer, Sd members voiced their discontent with
the SG office situation. Although we do have an office in A Bldg., the
official one is located in the Campus Center. This was appropriate
some years ago when the majority of classes were held at the west end
of the campus. Today however, the Campus Center is usually
deserted, and few students are willing to make a trip from A Bldg, to K
Bldg, unless they absolutely have to.
And while it is desirable for SG to maintain good relationships with
the administration, SG is supposed to be serving the students. The of¬
fices and rooms in K Bldg, belong to the administration, registration
and record, public-relations, and the mail and staff service areas.
On Friday, Oct. 13 SG members were finally given the news that a
suite of six offices were available for occupation in A Bldg. The only
difficulty which prevented a move in the summer was that the in¬
dividual offices within the suite had to be vacated and then relocated.
After discussion about the subject, a bill was introduced which would
approve the six office suite. The bill was passed unanimously, and it is
hoped that full occupation of the new suite will take place within a
week or two. The K Bldg, office will then be vacated by SG permanent¬
lyThe advantages to the move are numerous. While students will have
easier access to Student Government, SG members will be able to
have more contact with them as the majority have their classes in A
Bldg. Also it will be easier to maintain efficient and convenient office
hours. We’re excited about the move. We think it will really increase
student participation in SG. Come on in for a visit. You’ll find us on the
second floor at the south-east comer. The room number is 2059.

Why not let them live?
by Summer chin-man Wang
(Student from Republic of China;
at College of DuPage three mon¬
ths. English as a second language).
In this country there are many
beautiful, interesting, lovely
animals. Among them the different
birds. All with their stained-glass
colors and brightness set us in a
unique world of nature.
We all, rabbits, wolves, foxes,
birds and people, are animals of
this world.
We were created to live, to
share, to help each other until man
started to think he was the
strongest. He began to abuse, to
waste, to kill that nature with its
birds, rabbits, wolves and foxes.
People made guns. Now, those
who have guns are always excited
and driven. They can’t control

their shooting, when they feel too
excited, they try to find a target; a
bird is a bright target for them.
First, you hear a song. Then,
down comes the tangled mass of
feathers.
The beauty of a moment ago has
been altogether changed. Now,
there is only a pitiful heap of the
former brightness.
Who can help those wild
creatures?
Do people hear the birds before
they die? It’s senseless to kill
birds. They belong to nature.
God has given the animal
kingdom life. We should be able to
live.
Wild creatures have always
seemed more beautiful than tame
ones. Let them live wild and free.
Why not have feelings for them?

Stained Glass
and Supplies
Custom Windows
Lamps • Gift Items
10% Discount
with this ad or student ID
GLASSWORKS GALLERY I
312 S THIRD ST
GENEVA. ILLINOIS 60134
PH 312 232-211 1

Tuesday thru Saturday, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Student Activities presents

Wednesday Movie Series
Oct. 25 Invasion of the Body Snatchers
Nov. 1

Louis Kohley

Addressers wanted immediately!
Work at home — no experience
necessary — excellent pay. Write
American Service, 8350 Park Lane,
Suite 127, Dallas, Tx. 75231.

Help wanted: yard and clean-up
man for rental store. Must be in
good health and have a valid
driver’s license. Apply at General
Rental
Company,
2650
Ogden
Avenue, Downers Grove.

Pregnant? And you didn’t mean to
be? Birthright can help you. Free,
confidential service. Call anytime,
968-6668.

Wanted: volunteers to work at
Haunted House, Oct. 21-31. Call 6290886.

1974 red Fiat 128 Sport L, 25 to 30
miles per gallon, $1,200. 964-2220.

Professional typing done.
perience in all types. 963-6378.

1972 Pontiac Catalina, 4-door,
automatic transmission and brakes,
blue, good condition, $750.964-2220.

Part-time, person to do telephoning
for local insurance agency. No sell¬
ing required. $5.00 per hour. 4497632.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

8

15
22
29

Dec. 6
Dec. 13

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
Chamber of Horrors
Romeo and Juliet
Reefer Madness
Olympia, Parti
Olympia, Part II
Steelyard Blues
Swept Away

Ex¬

Wednesdays in
A1106 at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Free Admission.

Student Activities
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Halloween Spectacular
Oct. 30-Nov. 5,1978
Monday, Oct. 30
Video tape: “Let the Farce be With You”

the

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in A1106
Jewelry Sale:
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in A1106

STJN WATERMAN

Tuesday, Oct. 31
Video tape: “Let the Farce be With You”
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in A1106
Jewelry Sale:
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in A1106

Halloween Disco Costume Ball
Campus Center from 9 p.m. to midnight

Admission $1. Free if costume is worn.

THE
AWARD-WINNING
UNDERWATER
PHOTOGRAPHER OE

"the DEEP
PRESENTS AN AWESOME AND
HIOHEY EDUCATIONAL
MULTI-MEDIA SHOW

Friday, Nov. 3
Video tape: “Let the Farce be With You”
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in A1106

Jewelry Sale*
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in A1106

The Stan Waterman Show: a multi-media show
by the award-winning underwater
photographer of “The Deep”

Wednesday, Nov. 1
Video tape: “Let the Farce be With You”

7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center
Admission $1

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in A1106
Jewelry Sale:
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in A1106
Hypnotist Larry Garrett
at 11 a.m. in A1106
Films: “The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari”
and “Chamber of Horrors”
3 p.m. and 7 p.m. in A1106

Coffeehouse: CD Construction Company
8 p.m. Admission: $1

Saturday, Nov. 4
Children’s film: “The Apple Dumpling Gang”
2 p.m. in the Campus Center.
Free for children, $1 for adults

Thursday, Nov. 2
MAYNARD FERGUSON

Video Tape: “Let the Farce be With You”
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in A1106

Sunday, Nov. 5
Concert: Maynard Ferguson
8 p.m. in the Campus Center
$5 for CD students, $6 for non-students

Jewelry Sale
10 am. to 2 p.m. in A1106

Lecture: “Everything You Always Wanted to
Know About Ghosts but Were Afraid to Ask”
with Jan Grossman
7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center
Admission: $1

Bombastic Bunglery!

Jan Grossman

EDUCATOR
David

otim

And CONWAY,Ss.WAYNE PICKENS
HARRYMORGAN JOHN McGIVER CLAYOBRIEN DON KNIGHT

Co

&
Student Activities

PERFORMER
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Chaps tangle into gridiron chaos
as three teams tie for first place
By Larry LoVetere
After following a few weeks of
Chaparral football, you probably
,re asking, just where do the
;haps stand in their conference?
[he DuPage Chaparrals are in a
hree-way and possibly a fourvay tie for first place in the
lorth Central Community College
Conference.
This zany predicament evolved
his past weekend when the
Chaparrals demolished the Thomon Bulldogs 35-14 and previously
indefeated Illinois Valley got
cnocked off by Rock Valley, 14-7.
Illinois Valley’s coach McCann
explained the loss.
“We’re not very good. We’re
lot half as good as we were last
year. Dam near all freshmen.
Last year we were almost all
sophomores. A lot of experience.”
Chap coach Bob MacDougall’s
squad is now 5-1 on the season
and 3-1 in conference play.
Earlier in the season, after the
Chaps had lost to the Harper
Hawks, MacDougall weighed his
team’s chances of taking the
crown.
“Illinois Valley will beat
Harper and then we’re going to

knock off Illinois Valley.”
Harper did lose to IV, however
MacDougall didn’t plan on Illinois
Valley getting beat by Rock Val¬
ley, which has thrown everything
into chaos.
You see, Harper has one loss,
but has beaten the Chaparrals.
However, Triton College, who has
two losses, beat Harper. Unfortu¬
nately, the victory was wiped out
when Triton had to forfeit the
game because they allegedly used
an ineligible player. A ruling is
still forthcoming on the forfeit.
If the forfeit stands and provid¬
ing Harper and DuPage win their
remaining games, that would put
the Chaps in a bind. Harper, hav¬
ing beaten DuPage, would have
the edge, even though the teams’
records would be identical. Mac¬
Dougall figures the N4C Board
would have to make a decision on
who would be champion.
Regardless, the Chaps’ first
task is to win their remaining
three games, two of which are
against schools that are still in
contention, Triton and Illinois
Valley.

MacDougall commented, “The
team that wins it will have only
one loss.” That means that none
of the teams involved can lose
another game.
MacDoqgall continued, “We’re
looking at the next three games
as championship games.”
Illinois Valley’s coach McCann
figured his team’s chances.
“We have to beat DuPage. It’s
a big ball game. It would have
been big regardless.”
Asked whom he thought had the
best chance of winning the con¬
ference, he replied, “DuPage.”
Triton is no push over, and it’s
going to be a hard hitting game.
MacDougall agreed.
“They play aggressive. They
have a middle linebacker that
they think is aU conference. He
played last year for Southern Il¬
linois. He’s done a good job for
them. They’re tough from tackle
to tackle. They’ve got some big,
strong guys on the line.”
Jimmy the Greek wouldn’t give
odds on a race for the crown like
this one.

CD netters
finish second
in Sectionals

By Anne Campion
The DuPage tennis team came in
second place with a good score of
10 points in a highly tense NJCAA
Region IV Women’s Tennis Sec¬
tionals last Saturday at Harper.
First place Harper had 14 points'
followed by CD with 10, third place
Oakton, 5, finishing fourth. Morton
had 1 while Elgin and Rock Valley
brought up the rear with 0 points
each.
Individually, CD’s No. 1 player,
Cathy Moore, qualified for the
State Finals. Cathy took Beth
Koeser of Elgin 6-1, 6-0 and Jenny
Jiminez of Harper with a double
score of 7-6, 7-6. In the semifinal
round, Cathy lost to the eventual
winner, Mary Beth .Frick of
Harper, 0-6,1-6.
“Cathy played well and learned
something about tournament
play,” said Coach Dave Webster.
“It’s outstanding for a freshman to
qualify for the State Tourney.”
Sue Boldebuck, who teams with
Moore as the Chap’s No. 1 doubles
DuPage’s Judy Zapatka makes a great effort in saving
team, also qualified for State in the
ball from going out of bounds in last week's volleyball
doubles competition.
action against Northern Illinois. CD lost, and had their
Dawn Stephenhagan, DuPage’s
No. 3 player defeated Oakton’s
record lowered to 14-16. Story on page 8.
conference singles champion
Maria Yum by 6-3,7-5.
“She scored in a highly con¬
tested, close match,” said
Webster. “She was also aggressive
in net plays and had exciting
shots.”
Truman ..
337
By defeating the field in the
Chaparrals’ No. 4 player, Lisa
Triton .......340
Sectional Tourney held at Joliet,
Svabek, ground Elgin’s Cathy
Waubonsee. 340
the Chaparral golf team has earn¬
Briskie with a score of 6-1,6-2.
Oakton..340
ed a berth for the State Finals
“Lisa nearly qualified for state
McHenry...360
which will be held Oct. 27-28, also
but ran into Harper’s Mary Beth
Thornton —...360
at Joliet.
Frick, 1-6,3-6.
CD finished with a score of 312,
Despite a fourth-place finish in
In last Tuesday’s match, the
as compared to runner-up Harper the Oct. 10, conference invitational
Chaps were victorious against
with 317. CD’s Dave Bray won a golf match at Illinois Valley, the
Joliet with a score of 6-3.
one-hold playoff from Scott Spiel- DuPage golf team is still in second
CD’s No. 1 doubles team of
man of Harper for lst-place by place in the North Central Com¬
Moore/Boldebuck won pro set 8-3.
scoring a birdie on the playoff. munity College Conference stan¬
Second doubles StephenBray and Spielman had tied at 75 dings.
hagan/Svabek lost 3-8 while third
doubles, Jackie Manley and Sue
Joliet and Harper tied for the in¬
for 18 holes.
Other Chaps to finish were Joe vitational lead with a 311 team
Rudnick came back to win 8-4. This
Corona, who tied for third with 76 score. Illinois Valley followed with
makes CD’s overall record 9-4.
and Jeff Lincoln, who tied for 6th a 318 and DuPage finished at 325.
with 77. Both golfers survived Rock Valley ended with a 333 and
As Webster put it, “This match
Triton trailed at 344. Thornton
three-way ties for the placings.
was not too exciting, as the girls
are tuning up for the weekend.”
withdrew.
Here are the team scores:
Coach Herb Salberg’s team is
The Chaparrals go for the big
now tied with Illinois Valley for se¬ times this Saturday at the State
DuPage.312
cond in the N4C with a 22-8 record.
Finals at Elgin’s Valley Hills RaHarper.317
Joliet leads at 26-4. Harper is close quet Club. Providing the team can
Joliet.
317
behind in fourth with a 21-9 mark.
conquer that field, then it is on to
Lake Co.317
Triton is 9-21,
Rock V alley is 5-25
Waco, Texas for the National Tour¬
Morton.320
and Thornton is last at 1-29.
nament.
Elgin.332

Kickers jut soccer
tourney into spotlight
By Pete Garvey
Believe it or not, the fall sports season is almost over, and that
means tallying up all the score sheets, figuring stats and the whatnot.
But before true boredom strikes the Sports Editor, it must be said
that this week’s DuPage soccer Classic will rank right up there with
the football team’s weekly ascent into the NJCAA national rankings.
But football in its original form, otherwise known as soccer, is hav¬
ing itself quite a time, too. CD coach Bob Graham and his green squad
have suddenly put together an offense that finally has complimented
the Chaparral’s stone-wall defense.
All season long the CD backfield, featuring Gary Baker, Matt
Czubik, Gary Dini and Jim Tomei has lent more helping hands than
Allstate Insurance to a meager Chap offense.
But lo and behold! A couple of switches here, a little pep talk there,
and Graham’s Green Machine has scored 15 goals in their last three
games, while the defense has, believe it or not, improved. Three
straight CD victories have been shutouts, making the whitewash
number for goalies Kevin Lyons and Scott Wiseman four. Not only
have the two bullseye’s backstopped and backboned DuPage, in the
five games that CD has lost, four of them have been by 1-0 scores.
Tight as a drum, as they say.
Back to the DuPage Classic. And a classic it will be this weekend.
Wouldn’t you know it, DuPage has to face off with Waukesha Tech, a
team that has scored a 6-1-2 record so far. I don’t care who you’re play¬
ing against, a 6-1-2 ledger against anybody is impressive. The Chapar¬
rals will open up the tourney at 11 a.m. Friday morning, then Forest
Park will face Cuyahoga CC in game two, starting at 2 p.m.
No matter what happens to any of the teams, it will make for some of
the most exciting sports action to happen around her in a long time.
The championship game will be played at 2 p.m. Saturday, while the
consilation game starts at 11 a.m., also on Saturday.
I think a little moral support from some of the student body might be
worthwhile.

Chap team takes tenth
in cross country meet
By Andi Konrath
Despite the injuries reducing
them to a four-man team the
DuPage cross country team earn¬
ed a lOth-place finish among the
17 entries in the Milwaukee Tech
Invitational last Saturday.
Milwaukee Tech captured lstplace with a score of 52, barely
scraping by Wright, a top ranked
team in the state who finished
just one point behind at 53. The
Chaparrals scored 236.
Mike Pellikan of Wright was the
individual champion with his time
of 26:41 far ahead of the second
place, which was clocked at 27:32.
Once again Ron Jaderholm led
the Chaps with his time of 28:30
and placing 19th. Anton Smits

followed placing 20th with a time
of 28:38. The other two Chaps and
their places were John Dispensa
(62), and Jay Grinnell (69). There
were 85 competitors.
This Saturday the Chaps will
host the DuPage Invitational held
at Lewis University Law School
at 11 a.m. The meet will consist of
27 teams. Three of the top ten
teams in the nation will be com¬
peting there — along with Wright
and Lincoln Land, the top two
Illinois schools.
Matt Wilhite who is currently
getting over a leg injury, is being
saved for the state and confer¬
ence . meets while Ed Huson, a
new addition to the team, will run
as the fifth man.

CD golf team qualifies
for State Finals at Joliet

CD’s Lisa Svabek, a consistently-winning No.
player, shows her strong overhead volley shot.
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Chaps collar Bulldogs
in 2nd-half explosion

Super Duper Mary Muillenburg slams the ball toward the futile
efforts of a Northern Illinois player during volleyball action Tuesday
night. However, Muillenburg and CD fell to NIU 6-15, 13-15, 15-5,
14-16.

V olleyballers improving
despite a losing record
The DuPage’s women’s volleyball
team’s record dropped a notch down to 1416 with a 6-15,13-15,15-5,14-16 loss to Nor¬
thern Illinois late Tuesday night.
The unpredictable team split eight mat¬
ches last week.
“The team has improved very much,”
coach June Grahn said. “Now we’re work¬
ing for consistency and we’ll try to peak at
the sectionals Nov. 3-4.”
After a duo-loss to Mundelein and
Moraine Valley last week the Dupers had a
team meeting. Whatever was said had a
positive effect, because the Dupers came
back on Thursday to top Rock Valley in an
exciting contest, 12-15, 16-14, 16-14 and 1513.
The next day DuPage squared off with

two more teams and came away with a
split. College of Lake County topped the
Dupers, 9-15 and 11-15, but Grahn’s squad
came back to beat Chicago State, 15-7,1-15
and 15-12.
Closing out the hectic week, the DuPage
women participated in the Lake Forest In¬
vitational on Saturday. They opened with a
loss to the hosts, 15-5,13-15 and 4-15, but re¬
bounded by topping Lakeland, Wis., 15-9,
15-7, andBarat, 15-12,16-14.
This week the squad will travel to the Il¬
linois Central Invitational Saturday to face
Western Illinois University’s junior varsi¬
ty, Illinois Central, Parkland College and
Spoon River.
Grahn also announced that the team has
added another member, freshman Janet
Ristow of Elmhurst.

By Larry LoVetere
The DuPage Chaparrals exploded in the
2nd half Saturday to collar the Thornton
Bulldogs, 35-14. The Chaps resembled a
stick of dynamite with a long wick. It takes
a long time to go off, but when it does, look
out.
The Chaps had nothing but trouble in the
1st half. Wide receiver Darryl Weatherspoon returned a punt 87 yards for a
touchdown only to have it nullified by a
penalty. Fullback Scott Connell fumbled
the ball to the Bulldogs deep in Chap ter¬
ritory to set up the only score of the 1st
half.
Thornton’s Gaunty dogged it in from the
one-yard line and the Chaps went into the
locker room at half time down 7-0.
DuPage Coach Bob MacDougall discuss¬
ed the first half. “Our offense wasn’t click¬
ing, our defense didn’t hit like they hit in
the 3rd and 4th quarters (today).”
There must have been some spirited
speeches made at halftime, because the
Chaparrals came out for the 2nd half and
exploded.
They mopped up the field with Thornton
in the 3rd period, scoring 28 unanswered
points.
Thornton received the kickoff and
started first and ten at their own 12-yardline. They finished there too. The DuPage
defense stymied Thornton on three downs,
and the Bulldogs had to punt from their 12.
Thornton’s Kramp shanked the punt out of
bounds at the 20.
The Chaps took over and after two
penalties moved the ball to the 15, where
quarterback Kevin Ahlgren flipped a pass
to tight end Pat Shannon for the score.
Reliable kicker Bret Homey converted the
first of his five extra-point kicks.
After the DuPage defense forced Thorn¬
ton to punt once again, halfback Cleveland
West took off on a 28-yard touchdown dash

putting the Chaps up, 14-7.
Again, the Chap defense forced Thorn¬
ton’s Kramp to punt. He shanked it and the
offense took over on the Bulldog 36.
Ahlgren dropped back and tossed a 36yard pass to wide receiver Gus Pasquini
for a touchdown.
The defense held Thornton to 84 yards
rushing and 48 yards passing and in¬
tercepted three passes. Coach MacDougall
talked about the defense.
“Our defense set us up for a couple
touchdowns, just boom, boom, boom.”
Late in the period, the defense sacked
Thornton’s quarterback O’Neil, who
fumbled the ball away. Defensive end John
Bowes recovered on the Bulldog sevenyard line.
The offense took the field, and fullback
Scott Connell battled for two yards. Tony
Harris, who had seen limited action the
past couple games because of a gimpy
ankle, grabbed a handoff and scooted five
yards for a touchdown, finishing off the
Chaps’ remarkable 28-point-3rd quarter.
The Chaps offense racked up 22 first
downs, 194 yards rushing and 106 yards
passing. Individually, West carried 12
times for 65 yards, Harris ran 21 times for
59 yards and Ahlgren hoofed it five times
for 43 yards. On the aerial end of things,
Ahlgren completed eight of 19 passes for
109 yards. His favorite receiver was Gus
Pasquini, who pulled in four footballs for
58 yards.
One of sophomore defensive back Kurt
Weidle’s two pass interceptions set up the
final DuPage score, a five-yard run by
Scott Connell.
This week’s game is against N4C-rival
Triton College. It’s a home game on Satur¬
day, Oct. 21 at Glenbard South High
School. Game time is 1:30. You can hear
the helmets colliding already.

Next two games for Chaparrals
gives team chance to earn its salt
By Pete Garvey
With the snap of a finger, any one of
three or four N4C teams can become the
conference football champs of 1978.
Fortunately, one of these teams this
year is DuPage’s Chaparrals, who have
the dubious task of facing two of those
teams in the next two games. The Chaps
have some type of advantage, however,
because both contests are being played in
DuPage Country.
This Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at Glenbard
South, the Chaparrals will take on a
Triton Trojan team that technically can
boast of something that CD can’t, that of
beating Harper. But Triton was guilty of
using an ineligible player in that game
and had to forfeit. Triton has appealed.

and the decision is still pending. No love
is lost when DuPage and Triton hook up.
At 1:30 p.m., Sunday, Oct. 29 at Glen¬
bard South, DuPage hopes to put a good
old fashioned Halloween jinx on Illinois

Any of the four-of-eight
N4C teams could win the
conference this season. For
the wild details, see Larry
LoVetere’s story at the top of
page 7._
Valley. Up until last week, the Apaches
were ranked No. 2 in the nation, averag¬
ing close to 40 points per game. But last
Saturday’s 14-7 loss to Rock Valley has
tossed the N4C like a tossed salad, and
Illinois Valley may be running out of gas.

Kickers score three straight wins
while offense guns into high gear

Here’s Mary Muillenburg again, who also doubles as the team
captain, scoring more points for the Chaparrals. Coach June
Grahn’s young squad is improving rapidly, despite a number of set¬
backs this year.
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The Chaparral soccer team in the last
three games has been something that they
had hoped would be very much in evident
during the course of the season, a highpowered offense. More often than not the
high-powered offense was little more than
a popgun.
But that was then, and with 15 goals in
their last three games, coach Bob
Graham’s squad surely must feel more
secure.
Following a 3-0 whitewash of Triton, CD
met Lincoln Land and fed them a goose
egg, a 7-0 score. Then came Tuesday’s 5-0
blanking of Northwestern, in which Taras
Jaworsky scored a pair for the Chaps on
some super efforts. The shutout was No. 4
for Chap goalie Kevin Lyons as DuPage
played its usually consistent defense.
Troubled by an inconsistent offense,
DuPage soccer coach Bob Graham switch¬
ed freshman Steve Barg from halfback to
forward and the team responded with a 7-0
win over Lincoln Land last Saturday.
Operating one man short during the
whole game, Lincoln Land never threaten¬
ed DuPage. The Chaps outshot their foes
with 45 shots on goal to only four.

Barg, described by Graham as “a
distinct scoring threat every time he gets
the ball,” responded with two goals at his
new position.
Graham hopes to give his new offensive
allignment a real test when DuPage will
host Waukesha, Forest Park andCuyahoga, N.J., on Friday and Saturday in
the annual DuPage Classic. The Chaps
open play Friday at 11 a.m. when they face
the 6-0-1 Waukesha team. The winners of
the two games will clash at 2 p.m. on
Saturday, with the consolation game at 11
a.m. Saturday.

Upcoming games
at home for week

Day by day, here is a schedule of upcom¬
ing home matches for Chaparral sports
teams during the next week.
FRIDAY: Soccer, 11 a.m., DuPage
Classic, Golf, at the Village links (Glen
Ellyn).
SATURDAY: Soccer, 11 a.m., DuPage
Oassic, Football, 1:30 p.m., versus Triton
Trojans at Glenbard South H.S., Cross
County, 11 a.m., DuPage Invite

